Reformers who question the prevailing, near-dominant focus on bureaucratic organization building, and who doubt that increased entwinement with existing power is the optimal path to legislative development, are concerned that appropriate attention to elevating deputy quality can become a justification for removing entire strata of the population. While they generally agree that model workers and labor heroes should be reduced in number, they would prefer to see them replaced with capable, outspoken deputies from farms and factories who will speak up for underpaid workers, township and village enterprises, and displaced peasants. Toward this end, they defend reconstituted and flexible quotas and recommend paying attention to &dquo;suitable composition&dquo;3', i.e., preventing congresses from becoming havens for intellectuals and cadres.
Among those who reject bureaucratizing popular assemblies and professionalizing legislative composition, the major note of discord arises between &dquo;optimists&dquo; who are confident that meaningful changes can be made within the current institutional framework, and &dquo;pessimists&dquo; who believe that a comprehensive political reform must occur before attending to the relatively minor and derivative issue of staffing people's congresses. The pessimists, in our experience predominantly radical intellectuals, dissidents and Hong Kong deputies (though similar views are probably held by others who are too cautious to speak up), criticize the Party's monopoly of power and point to manipulation of elections, insufficient deputy immunities, Party stage-managing of sessions, and limited disclosure of legislative work, arguing that it is naive to expect deputies (whomever they might be) to influence decision making significantly or to stand up to officials. In the pessimists' view, low deputy quality is a symptom rather than a cause of legislative weakness, and undue attention to composition is premature so long as congresses are designed to represent the regime to the people. For pessimists, institutional reforms, including free, fair and fully contested elections, are the only way to locate good candidates, to increase deputy responsibility, and to heighten mass interest. In the absence of such reforms, they suggest, most candidates who serve in people's congresses will continue to feel beholden and indebted to the 35 The quoted text appears in Zhang Tianlun, "Dui qianghua renmin daibiao canzheng yizheng zuoyong de 
